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Développement durable – Sustainable Development


TUZZOLINO P. (2016), "De la stratégie d’Orange à la mise en place de méthodes d’évaluation pour le secteur des technologies de l’information et de la communication", Annales des Mines - Responsabilité et environnement, Vol. 82, N°2, pp. 97-98.

Développement rural – Rural Development


**FRACTURE NUMERIQUE – DIGITAL DIVIDE AIDE AU DEVELOPPEMENT- ICT4DEV**


SMART C., DONNER J., GRAHAM M. (2016), Connecting the world from the sky": Spatial discourses around Internet access in the developing world, ACM International Conference Proceeding Series. DOI: 10.1145/2909609.2909659

GEOGRAPHIE ECONOMIQUE - ECONOMICAL GEOGRAPHY


**GEOGRAPHIE DES TIC – GEOGRAPHY OF ICTs**


**GOVERNANCE**


INFRASTRUCTURES NUMERIQUES – DIGITAL INFRASTRUCTURES


**INNOVATIONS TECHNOLOGIQUES - TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATIONS**


RESEAUX SOCIAUX – SOCIAL NETWORKS


SOCIETE DE L'INFORMATION – INFORMATION SOCIETY


TELEMEDICINE – E-HEALTH


TELEPHONIE MOBILE - MOBILE PHONE


TOURISME ET TIC - DIGITAL TOURISM


TRANSPORT / MOBILITE – TRANSPORT / MOBILITY


**VILLES ET TIC – ICT AND CITIES**


CHEN M. A. (2016), "Technology, informal workers and cities: insights from Ahmedabad (India), Durban (South Africa) and Lima (Peru)", *Environment and Urbanization*, Vol. 28, N°2, pp. 405-422.
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